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Edward Schiappa, “Did Plato Coin Rhêtorikê?”  
American Journal of Philology 111 (1990): 457-70. 

• Plato’s Gorgias (from ca 387 BCE) is the earliest 
surviving instance of the word in Greek literature.
• Plato is the likeliest suspect for having coined the 

word.

Subsequent publications argue that the dating matters 
for how we interpret texts from the late 5th and early 4th

century.



Latest Chapter in the Conversation

•Maria Tanja Luzzatto, “Did Gorgias Coin Rhêtorikê?: 
A Rereading of Plato’s Gorgias.” Lexis 38.1 (2020): 
183-223.

•Disagrees with my thesis: L = “Plato’s Gorgias is our 
main evidence to the contrary, since an unbiased 
reading of the dialogue very clearly points to the 
sophist from Leontini as the teacher who first 
‘disciplined’ rhetoric and coined rhetorike.”

• L’s is a well researched and thoughtful paper to 
which I can only respond superficially today.



My presentation today:

1. Briefly review my original argument.

2. Argue that Plato’s Gorgias is an unreliable source.

(3. Argue that even if L is correct, the hermeneutic 
point of what I have called the origins-of-rhêtorikê
thesis is intact and that the word’s popularization by 
Plato and Aristotle led to important changes in 
theorizing and teaching what we now call rhetoric.)



Sources I reference below:

Protagoras and Logos: A Study in Greek Philosophy 
and Rhetoric, Second Edition (University of South 
Carolina Press, 2003 [original edition, 1991]).

The Beginnings of Rhetorical Theory in Classical 
Greece (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1999). 

David Timmerman & Edward Schiappa, Classical 
Greek Rhetorical Theory and the Disciplining of 
Discourse (Cambridge University Press, 2010).



Many Sources (including L) agree Plato’s Gorgias 
is earliest surviving text with the word rhêtorikê

Footnote from Protagoras & Logos:

Werner Pilz noted in passing that “rhêtorikê findet sich nicht
vor Plato" (Der Rhetor, 1936, 15 n1). Similarly, Wilhelm Kroll 
noted: "Das Wort rhêtorikê begegnet zuerst bei Platon" 
("Rhetorik," RE supp. 7 [1940]: 1039). The same point is 
made by Josef Martin, Antike Rhetorik, 2; LSJ, s.v. " 
rhêtoreia"; J. W. H. Atkins, "Rhetoric, Greek," The Oxford 
Classical Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949), 766; H. 
Hommel (and Konrat Ziegler), "Rhetorik,'' Der Kleine Pauly 
(München: A. Druckenmiiller, 1972), 4:1396. (Schiappa 2003, 
59n5).



The word does not appear in late 5th/early 
4th century texts where one would expect

•Texts of the Older Sophists
•Drama & Comedy (NB Aristophanes & Euripides)
•Historians
•Orators
• Isocrates



Text from 400 BCE, Dissoi Logoi:

Section 8 [of Dissoi Logoi] specifically addresses the 
characteristics of a person who wishes to give 
sound advice to the city: "The man acquainted with 
the skills (technê) involved in argument (logon) will 
also know how to speak correctly (orthos legein) on 
every topic." To speak well, a person must know the 
laws and the "truth of things" of which he would 
speak. If there was a late fifth-century sophistic 
passage in which one would expect to find the word 
rhêtorikê, this surely is one. (Schiappa 2003, 42)



Gorgias in particular

G’s Helen contains prose innovations, so it is unclear 
why he would not include the word rhêtorikê:

• the unusual (at the time) word logismos to describe 
the speech’s method “through reasoning.”
• theorizes about logos explicitly
•earliest example of a prose encomium (self-

designated in the final sentence)
•earliest example of definition, when he defines 

poetry as logos having meter.



Plato had means (precedent) & motive

•Precedent:   Plato coined over 250 words with -ikê
or -ikos endings to advance his philosophical link 
between knowledge and skill (Chantraine, Études 
sur le vocabulaire grec, 1956).

•Especially prolific with words for the verbal arts, 
and in Gorgias.  Other words he introduced for 
verbal arts include eristic (eristikê), dialectic 
(dialektikê), and antilogic (antilogikê).



Plato is Wor(l)d-building in Gorgias

Body (sôma)
Cosmetics (kommôtikê) : Gymnastics (gymnastikê) : : 
Cookery (opsopoiêtikê) : Medicine (iatrikê)

Politics (politikê)
Sophistic (sophistikê) : Legislation (nomothetikê)  : :
Rhetoric (rhêtorikê) : Justice (dikaiosynê)

(Gorgias 464b-465b)



Motive
• Like others, I read Plato’s Gorgias as a type of 

protrepticus, framed specifically to contrast his 
educational approach to that of the only other fixed-
location school, that of Isocrates.
•Both Isocrates & Plato claimed the mantle of 

philosophia.  
•“Isocratean philosophia should be understood as the 

cultivation of practical wisdom through the 
production of ethical civic discourse” (Timmerman & 
Schiappa, p. 52).
•Easy and accurate enough for Plato to label this 

rhêtorikê since political leaders were necessarily 
rhetors.



The unspoken theme of the Gorgias is War

See Arlene Saxenhouse (1983) & Robin Reames (2018)

“A devastating defeat at Sicily, Alcibiades’s treachery, 
the fall of Athenian democracy, and the installation of 
the tyrants in Athens would necessarily be evoked by 
any reference to Sicily, the very thing that is 
foregrounded in the Gorgias dialogue” (Reames, 43).

•This implicit context provides a powerful undercurrent 
to the clash between Plato’s education and the 
engaged life of politics.



2. Plato’s Gorgias is unreliable history

• L claims “Plato could not have used Gorgias or 
Protagoras or Hippias as fictional spokesmen of 
unlikely statements they had never made without 
immediately bringing discredit on his own replies 
to them” (p. 190).  

• I believe this is simply untrue and contradicted by 
Greek literary conventions of the time, which 
often played fast & loose with such portrayals 
(think of Aristophanes’s portrayal of Socrates in 
Clouds).



Plato as Unreliable Historian:

Charles Kahn (Oxford Studies, 1988) lays out a 
compelling case for recognizing “how misleading the 
Socratic literature can be for anyone who approaches it 
in search of historical information” (p. 100).  

Ruby Blondell’s valuable book, The Play of Character in 
Plato’s Dialogues, notes that Plato and other writers of 
the Socratic dialogues “were not bound by canons of 
historical accuracy” (p. 32). Quoting Momigliano, 
Blondell notes “As a genre, the Socratic discourses 
occupied a ‘zone between truth and fiction . . . between 
fact and imagination’” (p. 32).



Plato’s Gorgias in particular:

•The text is infamous for its anachronisms.
•Kahn argues that “the dialogue is full of historical 

references that cannot be combined in a coherent 
date” (Oxford Studies, 1988, p. 101).  
•Kahn’s conclusion is echoed by Reginald Allen in 

his translation of Gorgias. He describes Gorgias as 
so “riddled with anachronism” that tense 
distinctions “lose all meaning.” 



Plato’s Gorgias in particular:

Terrence Irwin describes some of the inconsistencies:
• Death of Pericles presented as recent (429)
• Gorgias’s visit (427)
• Prediction about Alcibiades (pre-415)
• Archelaus coming to power (413)
• Reference to Euripides’s Antiope (408)
• Reference to the trial of the general after Arginusae (405)   

(p. 109).

See also A. E. Taylor, 1929: 104-5; Dodds, 1959: 17-18.



Plato’s Gorgias ≠ Gorgias:
Several scholars (myself included) have identified 
representations of Gorgias by Plato that do not square 
with G’s own texts. 

• Schiappa (1990, 467): scope of logos narrower than in G’s Helen.
• Howland (& others):  (151) Critique is of Isocrates, not G.
• McComiskey (2002): Comparison with G’s texts suggests Plato’s 
account has ben filtered through his own categories (& language), 
meaning that it is not a faithful account of G’s thinking.

And what do we make of Socrates’ claim (521d7) that he alone 
teaches the true political art (politikê technê)—another 
neologism?



Put together the available clues:

1) Plato’s distinctively original language, especially his 
creation of new terms to designate arts and verbal arts in 
particular.

2) The infamous phrase with which he introduces the term: 
tên kaloumenên rhêtorikên, signaling something is afoot.

3) The various blatant anachronisms of the text overall.
4) Documentable distortions of Gorgias’s thought as found in 

his own writings.

Verdict?:  Ruby Blondell: “We cannot count on Plato to give a 
historically useful snapshot of Gorgias’s own [language] usage” 
(2021 interview).



3. Dating the word rhêtorikê:  
What does it matter?

• (Arguably) it matters for deconstructive and constructive 
reasons.  I shall list these but time will not permit a 
discussion of all of them.

• Deconstructive reasons:  I argue in The Beginnings of 
Rhetorical Theory in Classical Greece (Yale, 1999) that the 
“standard account” of the origins of rhetorical theory are 
suspect.

• Constructive reasons: I believe when we interpret texts 
from this era, we glean different meaning if we set aside 
the rhetoric/philosophy binary so often used to interpret 
them.



Standard Account Claims to Doubt
1.  The Art of Rhetoric originates with Corax of Sicily around 467 BCE.

2.  Corax was probably the teacher of Tisias, a fellow Sicilian.

3.  Corax and/or Tisias authored the first technê, or book designated as an 
Art of Rhetoric.

4.  Corax/Tisias may have been the first to define rhetoric, specifically as the 
“artificer of persuasion.”

5.  An important contribution of Corax/Tisias’ handbook was the 
identification of the parts of forensic speeches.

6.  The primary theoretical contribution was their identification of the 
“argument from probability.”



Standard Account Claims to Doubt
7.  By the end of the 5th century CE, written technical handbooks were 
commonly available to which people could turn to learn rhetoric.

8.  Most early teaching of the Art of Rhetoric, including that of Corax/Tisias, 
concentrated on forensic rhetoric.

9.   At least some of the handbooks included discussion of style.

10. No 5th century BCE rhetorical handbook exists now because Aristotle’s 
writings made them obsolete.

11. Though specific doctrines may have varied, there was a commonly 
identified group of individuals in the 5th century known as the Sophists: 
Protagoras, Gorgias, Hippias, Prodicus, Thrasymachus, Critias, & Antiphon.

12. The most important shared characteristic of the Sophists was that they 
all taught an Art of Rhetoric.  (see Gagarin’s 2001 “Did the Sophists Aim...”)



Standard Account Claims to Doubt
13. The rhetorical teaching of the Sophists was amoral.

14. The Sophists were relativists who eschewed any positive notion of 
“truth” in favor of subjectivism.

15. The Sophists were more concerned with teaching political success than 
pursuing “truth,” per se.

16. Plato’s philosophical rhetorical theory was formulated primarily in 
response to 5th century rhetorical theory.

17. Plato’s philosophical rhetorical theory can be distinguished from 
Sophistic rhetorical theory by its commitment to truth—even when truth 
conflicts with political success.



Two Other Deconstructive Claims
First, that contrary to some historical accounts, a standard division 
of speeches into prooemium, prothesis, diegesis, pistis, and
epilogos cannot be documented prior to the 4th century, nor can 
such terms be documented as terms of art in the 5th century 
applied to speeches or prose discourse (Timmerman & Schiappa 
2010, 137-70). 

Second, George A. Kennedy’s categories of technical, sophistic, and 
philosophical rhetoric are problematic as descriptors of 5th century 
texts relevant to the history of rhetorical theory (1999, 30-82).

To my knowledge, many (though not all) of the above 
deconstructive claims have been conceded.



The Constructive Side: A Different 
Interpretive Framework

C. J. Classen (Sophistik, pp. 246-247) illustrates the 
problem:

"The linguistic studies of the Sophists were carried out 
not for philosophical reasons, not to examine the 
means by which a statement can be made, but for 
rhetorical purposes: to persuade people successfully, 
even at the expense of truth; and it was more or less 
accidental when some of these investigations produced 
philosophically important results.”

The “rhetorical” frame often leads to an unfair 
devaluation.



Some of my efforts with respect to Protagoras:
·       The historical significance of Protagoras’s fragments is clearest when read as 
advancements of Heraclitean insights and responses to Eleatic philosophy (2003).
·       P’s “there are two logoi about every thing” fragment is not simply a claim that 
we can argue about anything, but an extension of Heraclitean philosophy that 
represents an advancement from compositional toward what we would now call 
attributional analysis (2003, 89-100).
·       P’s “weaker/stronger” logoi fragment is not an amoral description of rhetoric 
but as advocating the strengthening of a preferred but temporarily weaker logos 
to challenge a less preferable but temporarily stronger logos of the same 
experience (2003, 103-14).
·       P’s Human-Measure fragment is best appreciated historically as a humanist 
response to Parmenides monism that implies an early expression of what we now 
call a frame of reference and “objective relativism” (2003, 117-30).
·       P’s “impossible to contradict” fragment can be understood as anticipating 
Aristotle’s law of noncontradiction, and resonates with P’s other fragments about 
objects’ qualities and frames of reference (2003, 134-39).
·       P’s particular uses of the Greek verb “to be” (einai) is highly unusual for his 
time as the word was a key object of analysis of those we now call philosophers.  
His use of the term, especially in the human-measure fragment and a passage 
“concerning the gods” was distinctive and provocative (2003).



Some of my efforts with respect to Gorgias:

·       G’s distinctive style played an important transitional role in promoting 
and advancing performance-prose composition in early Greek literature.  
Descriptions of his prose as “poetic” refer to his word choice rather than his 
prose meter or rhythm (1999, 85-113).

·       G’s Helen may have inaugurated the prose genre of the encomion; G 
advanced 5th century “rationalism” by enacting innovations in prose 
composition; identifying Helen as “epideictic” or a veiled defense of Rhetoric 
is problematic; and Helen’s most significant theoretical contribution was to 
provide a secular account of the workings of logos—an account that 
functioned as an exemplar for later theorists (1999, 114-32).



Some of my efforts with respect to Gorgias:

·       G’s On Not Being (ONB) has been misunderstood at times by trying to 
classify it as Rhetoric or Philosophy.  ONB was a response to Eleatic tracts 
about “Being” by Parmenides, Melissus, and Zeno that functioned both as 
entertainment and what we would now call serious philosophy (1999, 133-
47).

·       A formalization of G’s ONB suggests that if viewed in isolation, G’s 
argument is unpersuasive and invalid, but if the intertextual linkages with 
Parmenides are noted, G’s argument gains both rhetorical and philosophical 
strength (1999, 148-52).



Some of my efforts with respect to Isocrates:

Isocrates never used the word rhêtorikê in his writings, instead describing 
his education as philosophia and logôn paideia, a fact that problematizes 
accounts that position him championing Rhetoric over Philosophy (1999, 
166-80).  

Isocrates can be read as a forerunner to contemporary pragmatism, both in 
his emphasis on practical philosophy and connecting pedagogy with civism 
(1999, 180-84).  

Isocratean philosophia can be understood as the cultivation of practical 
wisdom through the production of ethical civic discourse (Timmerman & 
Schiappa 2010, 43-66).



Some of my efforts with respect to Plato/Sophists:

My favorite example of this is reexamination of the word that led 
to “dialectic.”  

Dialegesthai (holding dialogue) can be appreciated as a sophistic 
term of art.

Plato’s coining of dialektikê (which no one seems to question was a 
Platonic coinage) was part of an on-going effort in his work to 
“discipline” dialegesthai into his philosophical theory & pedagogy 
(Timmerman & Schiappa 2010, 17-41).



In Conclusion

Even if Professor Luzzatto is correct that Gorgias introduced 
the word rhêtorikê, there is still much to be learned by 
assuming his use was not widely influential until reported in 
Plato’s Gorgias.  

We don’t need the word rhêtorikê to understand the texts 
that precede that dialogue, and frankly they make more 
sense without it.



Bonus!


